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Abstract

In the paper we present a computer-based learning system created at Åbo Akademi University, in
the department of Business Administration for graduate level students in Accounting and Finance.
The system was built using clarity, simplicity, robustness and maintainability as the key design
criteria. The system turned out to have great potential in a practical class room experiment,
providing fruitful guidelines for future development of computer assisted learning systems in
accounting, economics and finance.
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1. Definition of the Terms CAL and CAT

In its purest form, computer-assisted learning (CAL) is carried out by an interaction between a
sophisticated program and the student(s), with no human teacher being involved. In Computer
Assisted Teaching  (CAT) the teacher merely uses the computer as a sophisticated presentation tool
in which he or she can combine different media into one multimedia. Traditionally, the term CAL
has also been widely used to describe what we mean by CAT.

For most cases the computer cannot totally replace the teacher but there is a lot to be gained by
using them as learning aids. We think that by combining these two approaches the quality of the
education can be significantly improved.

2.  Problem-based Learning

Problem-based learning (Ricchetti, 1995) is an educational strategy designed to:

•  maximise active student participation in the learning process;

•  foster student problem solving and self-education skills;

•  enhance student self-assessment;

•  increase student communication skills; and

•  improve student abilities to access and utilise information resources.



Problem-based learning has been used for a long time, but with the new possibilities computers give
us, CAL / CAT-enhanced, problem-based learning (PBL) can be taken to new dimensions.

The main goal of PBL is to create an active student-centred learning environment through the use of
relevant problems or cases. Each problem should be carefully chosen to fit the student’s skill level
without being neither too easy nor too difficult. It is very important to give the students such
problems that it is possible for them to make continuous progress towards the solution and thereby
keep the student interested, motivated and activated.

According to Waldham (1995), PBL is accomplished  through the study of a case or problem in a
stepwise fashion.

1 Presentation of new data

A case is usually presented as a written description of scenes and circumstances taken from a real-
world situation. The case should be presented through ‘progressive disclosure’ of new information.

2 Analysis of the data

After receiving the data concerning the case student must analyse the information according to his /
her skills and previous experience. This is usually done in a group of students where the students
can share their experience and opinions.

3 Formulation  and testing of hypotheses

The next step is to try to formulate hypotheses that explain the circumstances as they have been
described. This step can also be enhanced by discussion in small groups. This stage often requires
the student to identify his / her areas of ignorance and to make further investigations.

4 Adjusting the hypotheses

The last step is to adjust the hypotheses and, if new information has been revealed, reiterate the
problem-solving process.

3. Simulation

Computer programs can be effectively used to simulate real-world problems occurring in
economics. For instance, you can simulate the future cash flow changes of a big company and see
how different input values will affect the profit of the company. By bringing computers into
problem-based learning, one can  greatly reduce the work usually associated with real-world
problems. Computers with the right programs can even make totally new problems feasible to solve,
e.g. by using simulation. Although we suspect that learning never will happen without some hard
work from both the students and teachers,  it should be noticed that computers usually take care
only of the boring repetitious stuff, while letting the students concentrate on the main problem,
focusing on the creative issues in the learning process.  It has been said by Brennan (1991) that ‘If
the machines can multiply, integrate, fourier-analyse and so on, why should the student have to do
these things?’ Is it not a carefully concealed truth about CAL that most of the time the medium,
CAL, is the real message.

Also O’Connell (1984) has expressed this well by stating that ‘it is something of an anachronism
that computers are used so extensively to develop skills which have become less important because
of computers. Should we not use the computer to develop skills which the computer has not
acquired’.



These ideas fit well with problem-based learning concepts where we can use computers to take care
of the underlying mathematics in a complex problem and let the student concentrate on finding the
right solution. Figure 1 provides an example on optimal firm planning, where the critical firm
decisions are at focus, and where the boring task of calculating the financial statements including
ratios, cash flows, etc., are left for the computer. The main purpose is to let the student learn the
impact of financial decisions on the financial statements and not to calculate them. (The financial
statements resulting from the decisions given a set of financial constraints have been suppressed for
convenience.)

Figure 1. This is a strategic firm planning model in MS Excel 5.0 for optimal decision making,
which allows students to simulate the outcomes of different financial decisions.

4. The Pedagogical Aspects of CAL

The learning process itself can be described along two dimensions (Hanhimäki, 1991)—the way it
is organised and the mental model it gives. A program with a passive learning approach describes
events and the student is supposed to learn or absorb them. An active learning approach lets the
student develop a personal mental model and try out its adequacy. The program can also be
differentiated according to the  sequence in which the subject is taught. In a sequential learning
process the action is broken down into small sequences, which are taught and practised separately
(modular learning). When the learning process is an integrated process the student is allowed to
create an integrated mental model and in that way understand the whole as a system. A model of
holistic learning is given in figure 2. As we can see, active and sequential learning processes have
not been combined in figure 2, because that would not be natural. When learning actively people
tend to develop integrated mental models.
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Figure 2. Dimensions of the learning process.

Learning consists of assimilation and the proportioning and organising of concepts by the student
(Ausubel, Novak and Hanesian, 1978). Learning new topics can be facilitated by pointing out the
primary concepts of the subject at the beginning. This can be done by a preorganiser, a
predescription or an analysis of the teaching material. The learning process advances deductively by
repeating, practising and providing feedback for the student.

The effectiveness of multimedia and more traditionally structured CAL programs is highly
dependent on the student’s previous skills and experience, both concerning the subject and using
computers as a tool for learning. Also the degree to which the media allows interaction affects the
student’s understanding of a subject. As mentioned above, a highly interactive media supports
development of mentally integrated models. It is all a bit like the effective use of libraries—the
more experience and knowledge of using them you have, the better you exploit the accumulated
knowledge you can get there. Multimedia cannot guarantee learning, so a great deal is still up to the
student’s interest and motivation. However, it can stimulate the student’s interest and present a
subject in a more versatile way than traditional teaching methods can offer. CAL programs will
therefore develop useful instead of inert knowledge (Reeves, 1991). As described by Rezabek and
Ragan (1989), the primary problem in designing multimedia for learning is finding a balance
between pedagogical aspects and exploration possibilities.

It can be said that multimedia represents a significantly different approach to traditional methods
that require people to absorb knowledge pre-packaged by others. However, multimedia has to be
consciously designed to take full advantage of the advances in cognitive learning theory that have
been made over past two decades.

5. Main Points to Consider when Designing CAL / CAT Systems

We will give a short summary of the goals and points we consider important when designing our
computer assisted courses:

•  Clarity,

•  Simplicity,

•  Maintainability, and

•  Robustness.

5.1 Clarity

When you are dealing with multimedia it is very easy to get carried away by all different
possibilities the technology gives you. Careful considerations must be taken so that the main
content, the subject you want to teach, does not get lost behind the technology. The technology
should be no more than a tool that helps the teachers to teach and the students to learn. The
documents and models should also be self-contained, so that the students do not have to jump from
one document to another in order to see the connection between different details. This structure



supports an active integrated learning process (holistic learning). However, you should try to avoid
squeezing too much data on one screen. An unfortunate layout can make a reasonably straight
forward subject look complicated or even frustrating.

5.2 Simplicity

Since CAL / CAT can be used in many different areas, by different people and with different
experience in using computers, it is very important to make your system as easy to use as possible.
If the system is awkward to use, this will probably distract both the teacher and the students from
the main subject. As resort to previous knowledge in some procedures cannot be completely
avoided, it is important to make clear and easily accessible instructions to overcome any potential
problems.

5.3 Maintainability

Building CAL / CAT systems is usually very time consuming and therefore also very expensive.
The cost of  CAL / CAT systems can be reduced by designing them so that they are easily
maintained, thereby reducing the cost of maintenance and increasing the lifetime of the application.
At the same time, the yield to society of efficient learning may be unexpectedly high. However, it is
sometimes necessary to include details that need to be up-dated, for instance, once a year. Then it
could be practical to concentrate this kind of information to one section in the program, where it is
easy to check its adequacy / correctness. If this kind of information is spread out it will be more
complicated and time consuming to search through all the documents for possibly out-dated facts.

5.4 Robustness

Take care that your system can be used in different situations by different people. You must
therefore ensure that your system can handle all different situations without crashing. This can
usually only be done with good planning and extensive testing. Robustness includes also reasonable
speed of the application and accessibility of all necessary documents. Currently this restricts the use
of external resources through networks (internet, databases, etc.), as you can never be sure that they
are functioning.

Figure 3 gives an example where we have tried to apply the principles of clarity and self-containing
documents. Options are securities, which give the holder the right but not the obligation to buy (or
sell) an asset to a fixed price in the future. The most commonly used formula for calculating these
values was originally a heat transfer equation from physics, which Fischer Black and Myron
Scholes applied on options in 1973. This is a snapshot from a model, which calculates stock option
prices, i.e., an application of option theory. You can see both input and output variables as well as
the underlying formulas used in the calculations. The connection between the asset price and the
value of the option is revealed when trying out alternative stock / striking prices and studying their
impact on the option price.



Figure 3. The Black-Scholes option pricing formula.

6. CAL—an Application

We have built some CAL applications primarily for students in advanced financial accounting. We
had many of the aspects in section 1 as our guidelines, while planning and designing our
applications. Especially the aspects of self-explaining models and documents and easy maintenance
were stressed. At the same time the need for updating the material is kept limited (e.g.  due to
continuously changing dates and laws). This is quite important if the personnel changes quite
frequently; for instance, the courses might be run by different persons every year.

The participants in the course could easily get access to the desired files and models, which were
put on the net. In this way they were able to study all the material presented during the lectures on
their own and play with the simulation models. This made it easier for the students to learn how to
use the models effectively and learn the underlying theories by repetition.

We created slides in MS PowerPoint 4.0, explaining the theoretical aspects of strategic firm
planning, option pricing and firm valuation. Moreover, we built simulation models applying MS
Excel 5.0 and a few optimisation packages (LINGO, CPLEX, etc.) that made it possible to
demonstrate how the theory could be used to solve realistic problems. We have, in other words, also
included aspects of problem based learning (PBL). Initially, the students were acquainted with the
theory by a slide presentation with some special effects, at the same time having a teacher
answering questions and giving an even more in-depth presentation of the subject. Then the
students were given cases to solve, where they could immediately apply the theories they had just
learned.

We were quickly confronted with the problem that everybody who has been involved in creating
multimedia can recognise—it requires more work than meets the eye. This is probably one of the
biggest obstacles for schools, where those involved in such a project have to do it beside their
primary job. The creation is also a continuous process, where you do and redo it as you strive for
perfection.



The feedback from the students was excellent. Of course the fact that this was the first time our
students experienced such an extensive use of computer technology in learning a subject must have
affected the way they experienced it.

In our case the CAL presupposed a certain knowledge of accounting and statistics, but the
principles could have been applied on material made for an introductory course as well.

The actual teaching comprised two intertwined parts, computer-based lectures and computer-based
exercises. The lectures were kept as short as possible, 1 hour or so, with the focus on the exercises.
The lectures aim at introducing the key concepts and explaining the underlying principles of the
topic at issue, forming a sufficient basis for the student-driven exercises. In our opinion, the lectures
serve as a general information source for the students (CAT), whereas the computer-based exercises
take care of the actual learning (CAL). Since we are only at the beginning of our CAL-design, we
still had to support the students actively in their exercises. However, the learning yield turned out to
be significantly higher for the students participating in the course than what we have experienced
previously.

7. Future Developments

The results of our efforts have been encouraging, showing obvious possibilities to shortening the
gap between research and teaching. Computer-based learning tools effectively support a continuous
improvement of the quality of teaching. Traditional teaching involves a lot of practical problems
(e.g. learning new text books, preparing overheads, exercises, manuals, exams, modifying and
reworking old material, etc.) which are effectively reduced by powerful CAT / CAL systems. One
of the most important attributes of future learning systems probably is a capability to learn and
modify themselves to new conditions in an ever changing environment, at the same time keeping
the work load of the teacher as low as possible. It is also important that the examination is closely
linked to and actually generated by the CAL / CAT-system, under due supervision of the teacher in
charge.

Another important aspect, especially from the viewpoint of the student, is that the course blocks are
properly linked so that repetition and ‘surfing’ in the CAL / CAT-based material is effectively
supported.

8. Conclusions

In this paper we present our experience on CAT / CAL design and implementation in practice. We
described a class room experiment, in which a computerised graduate level course in finance was
successfully given to the students, demonstrating the power of CAL / CAT-design in PBL-systems.
Clarity, simplicity, robustness and maintainability were the key criteria used in designing the
learning system. The results demonstrate that multimedia-based learning systems certainly have a
great potential in the field of economics and finance, where a multitude of calculus and computation
is an inherent part of course content.
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